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Abstract

This paper discusses the concept of risk as understood in the UK, with particular reference to the use
of probabilistic safety assessment (PSA) in nuclear safety decision making. The way 'risk' appears in
UK fundamental legislation means that the concept cannot be limited to evaluation of numerical
probabilities of physical harm. Rather the focus is on doing all that is reasonably practicable to reduce
risks: this entails applying relevant good practice and then seeking further safety measures until the
money, time and trouble required are grossly disproportionate to the residual risk. PSA is used to
inform rather than dictate such decisions.

This approach is reinforced by considering how far any practical PSA can be said to measure risk. The
behaviour of complex socio-technical systems such as nuclear power stations does not meet the
conditions under which probability theory can be applied in an absolutely objective statistical sense.
Risk is not an intrinsic real property of such systems. Rather PSA is a synthesis of data and subjective
expert judgements, dependent on the extent of detailed knowledge of the plant. There are many other
aspects of engineering judgement involved in safety decisions which cannot be so captured.

1. INTRODUCTION

Risk-informed decision-making is not a new concept in UK nuclear safety regulation. Since 1974, the
fundamental law implemented in the nuclear licensing regime has been the Health and Safety at Work
(HSW) Act. Section 3 of this Act requires operators to ensure that the public is not "exposed to risks to
their health and safety ... so far as is reasonably practicable" (SFAIRP). Under the UK legal system it
is ultimately for the courts to rule on the interpretation of these terms. The health and safety of
workers is also covered in the Act.

This paper starts with a review of how the Health & Safety Executive (HSE), as the main body
responsible for enforcing this law, has developed a range of guidance on its interpretation for
industrial major hazards generally and for nuclear safety in particular. The paper then describes how
PSA has been used in the periodic safety reviews to assess risk for the older UK power reactors. On
the basis of this experience, the paper identifies a number of limitations of PSA as the sole measure of
'risk' (see §5). This reinforces the view in the guidance that a broader definition is needed of this
concept in the UK context. The implications for radioactive waste management are briefly discussed,
before the final conclusions.

2. DEVELOPMENT OF UK GUIDANCE ON NUCLEAR RISK REGULATION

Accounts of health and safety legislation in the UK usually start with the ruling of the judge in a case
in 1949 concerning the death of a coal miner when a tunnel collapsed. This ruling stated that the term
"reasonably practicable" in safety legislation meant that [1]:

a computation must be made in which the quantum of risk is placed in one scale and the
sacrifice, whether in money, time or trouble, involved in the measures necessary to avert the
risk is placed on the other; and that, if it be shown that there is a gross disproportion between
them, the risk being insignificant in relation to the sacrifice, the person upon whom the duty is
laid discharges the burden of proving that compliance was not reasonably practicable.



This was a long time before the development of PSA! This test remains the cornerstone of UK safety
regulation including the nuclear licensing regime.

The proposals in the 1980s to introduce the pressurised water reactor (PWR) to the UK at Sizewell led
to a public inquiry under planning legislation. This examined in depth the magnitude of the risks to the
public, and how they were to be controlled as far as reasonably practicable by the design process. The
inquiry report called for more clarity in what levels of risk were achieved, in applying the safety
assessment principles (SAPs) developed several years previously by HM Nuclear Installations
Inspectorate (Nil, a part of HSE); also the costs of potential safety improvements should be considered
more explicitly in Nil's assessment. These recommendations led to issue of a discussion document on
'tolerability of risk' in 1988, generally referred to as 'TOR'. Following public: consultation, TOR was
reissued [2] along with a revised version of the SAPs [3].

TOR [2] sets out a scheme in which there is a certain level of risk that is regarded as intolerable and
unjustifiable in any ordinary circumstances. There is a lower level of risk below which risks are so low
that the regulator need not ask operators to seek further improvement provided they are satisfied that
these low risks will be attained in practice. This is termed the broadly acceptable level. Between these
two levels a more detailed consideration of further measures to reduce risk is required using the test of
'reasonable practicability' outlined above. Risks are then said to be as low as reasonably practicable
(ALARP). This approach is termed the 'ALARP principle'.

TOR [2] describes in detail the process of evaluating risk quantitatively as part of the design process
for a new nuclear power plant. Both individual and societal risk is addressed. TOR includes several
important qualifications relevant to risk-informed decision-making:

• judgement is an indispensable feature (para 53);
• there is a rule of conservatism, and great attention is paid to the quality of the plant and its

management (para 55);
• it would be wrong to claim that the risk estimates are in any way preciise (para 114);
• above all, the PSA process ensures a systematic examination of the design (para 121);
• it would be wrong to take a risk figure of 1 in a million in a literal sense (para 134).

Ref [2] also considered the application of cost-benefit analysis (CBA) to informing judgement against
the ALARP principle. CBA involves balancing the cost of a potential improvement against the overall
societal detriment of a reactor accident expressed in monetary terms. In principle, the detriment
consists of: a) the value of lives lost adjusted for aversion to multiple fatalities; b) the costs of coping
with the emergency, the loss of productive land etc; and c) the costs, if they could be estimated, of
shock and disruption to social and political life. However, TOR [2] noted that "we are far from having
developed and agreed upon the accounting and valuing conventions that could enable us to perform
such calculations".

The revised SAPs [3] specify the key steps of PSA. The concept of a tolerable limit is translated into a
set of numerical basic safety limits (BSLs) for various risks, such as that of a large release. The lower
basic safety objectives (BSOs) mark the point beyond which Nil assessors need not seek further
measures to reduce numerical risk. However, the bulk of Ref [3] covers the qualitative engineering
principles, applying to external and internal hazards, structural integrity, safety systems, containment,
ventilation etc.

3. OTHER DEVELOPMENTS IN UK RISK REGULATION

While the Sizewell B decision was being considered, interest in quantitative risk assessment (QRA)
for other major industrial hazards was growing. QRA essentially means PSA in this context. Ref [4]
presented a comparative study of 16 cases, including Sizewell B, chemical plants, gas pipelines and
flood defences, illustrating the developing experience of how QRA can aid safety decisions. Because
of the different nature of the hazards and uncertainties in each application, smd the various types of



societal detriment, it was extremely difficult to reach conclusions about the relative riskiness of
different industries. One could say more confidently that, in the cases where the decision had been to
permit the activity, individual risk was below the maximum tolerable level suggested in [2]. Ref [4]
identified 41 factors, many. qualitative, which contributed to the decisions. These fell into four
categories: the hazard, risks and benefits; the nature of the risk assessment; broader factors important
to the operators, government or regulators; and public attitudes to the activity and to the authorities.
Ref [4] concluded that these factors neither could, nor should, be ranked or weighted.

In 1999, HSE issued a further discussion document [1], known colloquially as R2P2. The purpose of
this was to explain how HSE was applying the risk management philosophy of [2] across the wide
range of activities it regulates. R2P2 [1] specifically addresses the social and political factors affecting
policy decisions such as the introduction of new regulations. However, given the high level of public
interest and concern about nuclear matters, much of this is applicable to operational regulatory
decision-making in this field.

R2P2 [1] gives the principles of good regulation as being: targetting of action on the most serious risks
or where hazards are poorly controlled; consistency in similar circumstances; proportionality of action
to the risks; transparency on how decisions are made and what their implications are; and
accountability without unfair retribution when things go wrong. But the meaning of risk cannot be
limited to the probability of physical harm. Ethical and social factors have to be taken into
consideration. Moreover, there has been a significant court ruling in which 'risk' in the HSW Act has
been interpreted as the possibility of danger, or what has usually been termed 'hazard' in the technical
literature.

Ref [1] also discusses how the TOR concept can be applied where risk cannot be quantified, the
relevance of good engineering practice to meeting the ALARP principle, the role of QRA or PSA, and
the need for a precautionary approach to deal with uncertainty. None of this implies a fundamental
change to the risk management approach which has been developed by Nil over many years and
articulated in Refs [1] and [2]. The rest of this paper illustrates the implications of this approach for
the use of PS A.

4. APPLICATION OF PSA TO UK POWER REACTORS

PSA was used during the design of the Sizewell B PWR and of the last two advanced gas-cooled
reactors (AGRs) at Heysham and Torness. The past decade has seen the progressive application of
PSA to the UK Magnox and earlier AGRs. They are now all covered by a detailed and comprehensive
analysis for internal plant faults, though there remain areas such as natural hazards and shutdown
states where the extent to which PSA can usefully be applied has been an issue. This development has
occurred under the aegis of the long term safety reviews for the Magnox reactors [5] and the periodic
safety reviews for the AGRs (eg Ref [6]). It represents an application of 'modern standards' in safety
analysis, as PSA has become a standard procedure in the nuclear power industry world wide.
Qualitative assessment of human factors issues and human reliability analysis have been integral to
these PSAs.

The prime function of these has been as an additional view to the deterministic safety case on the
adequacy of the overall configuration of the safety systems. The process of detailed fault tree and
event tree analysis teases out in a disciplined fashion the interactions between front-line systems and
their support services, and the logic of the success criteria from the fault studies in finer detail than
earlier safety case documents. It identifies residual weaknesses and helps achieve balance in the safety
provisions. This in itself can help apply deterministic criteria more rigorously, eg in assessing against
the single failure criterion. Incorporation of failure probabilities is needed for sorting and prioritising
the enormous number of event combinations leading to failure, irrespective of any to attempt to
quantify overall risk.

The quantitative criteria of the SAPs [3] have in practice proved effective in driving a reasonable
number of improvements to plant which might not have been identified otherwise. Major
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improvements, such as a tertiary source of feed to the boilers, are almost always required by a
systematic application of deterministic principles. The PSAs and the human factors assessments have
pinpointed many minor improvements, particularly in refinement of procedures and clarification of the
role of the operator in fault scenarios [6]. Further details on the application of PSA in the UK are given
inRef[7].

5. LIMITATIONS OF PSA AS A MEASURE OF RISK

While R2P2 [1] has discussed the complexity of the concept of risk in the political and legal sphere,
there is also much coverage of such issues in the technical literature. A special issue of the journal
Reliability Engineering and System Safety has revealed a vigorous debate between technical,
sociological and psychological viewpoints on risks from technological s)'stems. Okrent [8] put
forward the arguments that a rational public policy striving to allocate resources efficiently and
equitably for improving health and safety can only be based on quantitative evaluations of risks,
detriments, costs and benefits. While much of the attack on this 'technocratic' approach revolves
around how to take account of public perceptions of risk, Horlick- Jones [9] has; illustrated how the role
of PSA is often questioned by practical engineers. He summarised evidence from the Sizewell B
enquiry as follows:

[The design engineers] do not believe that risks can be accumulated into single numbers or
that arty given safety investment necessarily reduces collective risk. They look at design
parameters and their implications for operator error and accident sequences

This statement would be an apt comment on difficulties Nil has had with the conclusions of some of
the gas-cooled reactor PSAs. In some cases, the PSA generated conclusions that seemed to conflict
directly with engineering analyses carried out separately, even though against PSA assessment criteria
it was adjudged a high-quality effort. The licensees have gone on to develop* alternative versions of
their PSAs with widely varying numerical results depending on the way engineering and human
factors knowledge and judgement is built in.

To a certain extent these problems can be attributed to the rather abstract formalism of fault tree
analysis and the obscurity and complexity of the masses of output generated. There is a concern that
application of probabilistic concepts can undermine established good practice. It may lead to cultural
barriers, or internal political conflicts, with PSA being seen as the preserve of theorists making
impracticable recommendations based on an inadequate understanding of how the plant really works.
Improvements in software may enable such difficulties to be overcome by making PSA more
accessible to plant engineers.
Underlying these tensions, there is a more fundamental controversy. This is about the nature and use
of probability theory itself. Throughout its history there has been a debate between those who would
restrict application of the concept of probability to phenomena for which objective statistical
information can be gathered, and the subjectivists who regard probability as the expression of a degree
of belief.

The frequentist or objectivist approach of classical statistics is concerned with the properties of
populations. Given a sufficient quantity of data, the characteristics of random samples from a large
population can be predicted, within a quantifiable uncertainty. Fundamentally probability theory is
about the relations between subsets of a population. Standard probability distributions may be used to
describe a population and statistical tests are used to decide the goodness of fit. Such distributions may
be purely empirical, eg the distribution of road accident fatalities according to age, or may come from
theoretical considerations, such as the Poisson distribution for radioactive decay or the normal
distribution in statistical mechanics.

On the other hand, the subjectivists (also sometimes called Bayesians) take a much more expansive
view of the potential applications. Subjective probabilities may be based on statistical data if available,
but in their absence the subj'ectivist is prepared to treat expert estimates of probability on an equal
footing. The same abstract mathematical tools can applied in both views. There is an extensive
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literature on how people, especially experts, make probability judgements [10]. This has led to
procedures designed to detect and allow for biases and to promote a consensus amongst experts to
make best use of available knowledge, eg Ref [11]. The fact remains that even with such safeguards
the probability estimate may be an apt expression of the scientific community's view, but there is no
guarantee that it is close to 'reality'. It is a statement about the beliefs of a population of experts, rather
than about the physical world, in which the outcome may already be determined (eg a volcanic
eruption).

In a paper frequently cited as the conceptual basis for reactor PSA, Kaplan and Garrick [12]
acknowledged the subjectivity of probability describing a state of knowledge rather than any property
of the real world; but they cite a view (attributed to ET Jaynes) that

[probability] is completely objective in the sense that it is independent of the personality of the
user; two beings faced with the same total background of knowledge must assign the same
probabilities.

This seems unconvincing. It must be a fundamental epistemological flaw to put opinions, however
expert, on the same footing as physical data. It also seems entirely contrary to common experience of
human psychology. Practical engineering decisions are made in organisations of many individuals all
having different knowledge and experience. Two similar professionals will make different probability
judgements (if they think in those terms at all) because even if their knowledge of the problem in hand
is the same they will have different experience and they will be influenced by personal and
organisational attitudes.

The approach of Ref [12] demonstrates that the enterprise of PSA has to combine the frequentist and
the subjectivist philosophies. To use PSA we must allow subjectivism. This viewpoint has also been
strongly stated in the context of offshore QRA in Ref [13]. We cannot claim that the results of PSA or
QRA for rare major accidents are on an equal footing with frequentist risk statements such as road
death statistics.
Subjectivism also arises from the very nature of complex socio-technical systems such as nuclear
power plants. Each is an individual which does not behave as a random system. Most incidents are
linked to organisational weaknesses and past decisions. Watson [14] has warned against regarding the
risk as an inherent property of activities or systems which describes their propensity to accidents and
which can be measured by PSA. Based on considerations similar to those above, he argues that risk is
too complex a matter to be handled by a single all-embracing index: PSA should be seen as a tool for
argument, eg between regulator and licensee (or between different departments within a licensee),
rather than an objective representation of truth. In short there is no such thing as the 'real risk value'.

6. RADIOACTIVE WASTE

The above philosophy is also illustrated by the UK approach to risks from radioactive waste
management activities. There, have been a number of concerns regarding the use of PSA in addressing
such risks. At a recent inquiry into UK radioactive waste management policy by a select committee of
the House of Lords, the question was asked: how can a rational assessment of the risks associated with
a long-term nuclear waste store or repository site be made, and how can one be sure that what is an
acceptable risk now will remain so in the future? HSE's evidence in response was as follows:

HSE does not advocate relying solely on quantified risk assessment, particularly as this may
be misused to justify poor practice when factors relating to good engineering practice in
design or construction may be more meaningful. It is our view that probabilistic estimates,
particularly with such low numbers, must always be treated with caution as there are
inevitably high levels of uncertainties in both the data they are based upon and the
calculational models which produce them. Safety cases must therefore be primarily based on
other elements such as defence in depth and good engineering practice. Probabilistic or
quantified risk assessment should only be one input in the overall case. The normal approach
used for nuclear installations of robust engineering design, defence in depth and the use of
deterministic conservative assessments of both normal operation and fault behaviour, with
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probabilistic risk assessments to judge the significance of uncertainties, should be sufficient to
ensure public protection both now and in the future.

(The full report of the select committee has been published [15]). This is in line with the approach in
TOR [2], in which PSA can only be built on a foundation of high quality plant and management, and
with R2P2 [1],, which similarly emphasises authoritative good practice as the expression of a
consensus between operators, regulators, technical experts and others on what risk control measures
are reasonably practicable.

7. CONCLUSIONS

This paper has discussed the concept of risk in the context of UK legislation applicable to all
industries, including nuclear. Numerical risk is just one of a large number of faictors that may be
relevant to safety decisions, whether by the industry or by the regulator. QRA or PSA can aid and
sometimes challenge engineering judgement. It should not be regarded as a scientific model for
predicting risk as an objective physical attribute of a nuclear plant. It should not be the sole basis for
judgement in safety decision-making. When it is conducted according to consistent and conservative
procedures and conventions it can be used to make comparisons with appropriate risk limits and
objectives as described in TOR [2].

Thus, UK nuclear regulation continues to be based on judgements on the application of basic nuclear
safety principles and on the quality of engineering practice and management control, as well as on the
use of PSA to estimate residual risk and assess the balance of design
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